Purpose Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer death in the United States. Central to the lung-cancer diagnosis and staging process is the assessment of the centralchest lymph nodes. This assessment requires two steps: (1) examination of the lymph-node stations and identification of diagnostically important nodes in a three-dimensional (3D) multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) chest scan; (2) tissue sampling of the identified nodes. We describe a computer-based system for automatically defining the centralchest lymph-node stations in a 3D MDCT chest scan. Methods Automated methods first construct a 3D chest model, consisting of the airway tree, aorta, pulmonary artery, and other anatomical structures. Subsequent automated analysis then defines the 3D regional nodal stations, as specified by the internationally standardized TNM lung-cancer staging system. This analysis involves extracting over 140 pertinent anatomical landmarks from structures contained in the 3D chest model. Next, the physician uses data mining tools within the system to interactively select diagnostically important lymph nodes contained in the regional nodal stations. Results Results from a ground-truth database of unlabeled lymph nodes identified in 32 MDCT scans verify the system's performance. The system automatically defined 3D regional nodal stations that correctly labeled 96% of the database's lymph nodes, with 93% of the stations correctly labeling 100% of their constituent nodes. Conclusions The system accurately defines the regional nodal stations in a given high-resolution 3D MDCT chest scan and eases a physician's burden for analyzing a given MDCT scan for lymph-node station assessment. It also shows potential as an aid for preplanning lung-cancer staging procedures.
Introduction
Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer death in the United States [1] . For disease diagnosis and staging, physicians rely on the internationally standardized TNM system for selecting suspicious anatomical sites, where T denotes tumor, N denotes central-chest lymph nodes, and M represents distant metastases [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In particular, the TNM system describes 14 distinct lymph-node stations within the chest, where anatomical and geometric landmarks define the extent and location of each station ( Fig. 1 ; Table 1 ) [2] [3] [4] .
Using the TNM station-definition criteria as a mental guide, the physician visually searches each station by manually scrolling through the two-dimensional (2D) sections constituting a patient's three-dimensional (3D) multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) chest scan [4, 9, 10] ; during this search, the physician identifies diagnostically pertinent lymph nodes, if any, contained in the stations. Later, the physician performs tissue sampling on the identified nodes, using a technique such as bronchoscopy, to make a Table 1 Verbatim excerpt of the TNM system's anatomical criteria for defining regional nodal stations 2, 5, 7, and 13 (reproduced by permission of the American College of Chest Physicians) [2, 3] 
Station
Anatomical criteria 2 Nodes lying above a horizontal line drawn tangential to the upper margin of the aortic arch and below the inferior boundary of station 1 nodes 5
Subaortic nodes are lateral to the ligamentum arteriosum or the aorta or left pulmonary artery and proximal to the first branch of the left pulmonary artery and lie within the mediastinal pleural envelope 7
Nodes lying caudal to the carina of the trachea but not associated with the lower lobe bronchi or arteries within the lung 13 Nodes adjacent to the segmental bronchi
The complete set describes 14 stations final determination on disease diagnosis and stage [8, 11, 12] . Unfortunately, the TNM station criteria are complex and open to interpretation, and the direct application of the criteria to a typical 3D MDCT chest scan can be time-consuming. We describe a system for the automatic definition of the centralchest lymph-node stations from 3D MDCT scans. Modern MDCT scanners produce high-resolution 3D volumetric images that depict an extraordinary level of 3D anatomical detail [13] [14] [15] [16] . When considering the pulmonary lymph nodes, the physician need only focus attention on the small volumetric regions associated with the nodal stations. Cymbalista et al. were the first to propose MDCT-based station-definition guidelines, but only gave manually derived anecdotal results on 2D transverse-plane sections for a single MDCT scan [4] . A preliminary method has been proposed for assigning station labels to predefined lymph nodes in an MDCT scan, but it does not give 3D regional nodal station definitions and only provides labels for subgroupings of the TNM stations [17] . Ko et al. and Chapet et al. made more detailed efforts to identify the regional nodal stations depicted in MDCT images [9, 10] . They defined the stations using manual region outlining on 2D transverse-plane sections. This manual approach, however, is not practical for general use, as it is extremely time-consuming and does not give reproducible results. In addition, it is dependent on a physician's skill in translating the TNM anatomical criteria to series of 2D sections comprising a 3D MDCT scan.
Given the sheer volume of current 3D MDCT scans, it is well acknowledged that image assessment is overwhelming in general [14, 15] . This is clearly an issue for TNM station assessment, as the limitations of recent work make it difficult to exploit the inherent detail of a given scan and don't enable the long-term possibility of performing comprehensive lymph-node mapping and staging. Therefore, it is clear that a computer-based approach could be helpful for addressing these issues.
Our proposed computer-based system, referred as the Lymph-Node Station Mapper, performs fully automatic 3D regional nodal station definition. Given a patient's 3D MDCT chest scan, the system first constructs a 3D chest model, consisting of the airway tree, aorta, lungs, and other anatomical structures. Next, drawing upon the TNM system's stationdefinition criteria, further analysis extracts pertinent landmarks from structures constituting the chest model; these landmarks delineate the final 3D TNM regional nodal stations. Following this automated analysis, the system provides interactive tools that enable a physician to perform efficient station examination and semi-automatic selection of diagnostically relevant lymph nodes in the stations. The system's outputs can then interface to a system we have been devising for the guidance of follow-on bronchoscopy-based tissue sampling [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
"Methods" describes the system in detail. "Results" demonstrate the system's efficacy for accurately defining the 3D TNM stations, with validation results derived from a large database of human 3D MDCT scans. Finally, "Discussion" offers concluding comments.
Methods
The Lymph Node Station Mapper (LNSM) is a fully integrated computer-based system. It consists of a set of automatic image-processing tools and a graphical user interface (GUI). The automatic tools perform 3D operations leading to TNM station definition, while the GUI facilitates all system interactions, visualization, and data mining. The primary input is a patient's 3D MDCT chest scan, while the primary outputs are the 3D TNM regional nodal stations. The system also provides the option of semi-automatically segmenting lymph nodes of interest observed in the defined stations.
Let I denote the input 3D MDCT chest scan and I (x, y, z) refer to the intensity value of voxel (x, y, z). We assume that the x dimension increases laterally from right to left, the y dimension increases from anterior (front) to posterior (back), and the z dimension increases from top (superior) to bottom (inferior). Furthermore, we assume the standard chest-scanning protocol for lung-cancer patients, whereby a patient lies roughly horizontal on the scanner table during a scan. With this convention, the trachea, sternum, and spine lie approximately parallel to the z axis and orthogonal to the lateral (x and y) directions in 2D transverse-plane sections.
For our work, we use high-resolution 3D MDCT scans having characteristics similar to those used by other MDCT chest-imaging researchers [14] [15] [16] . Because lymph nodes can have long-axis length <10 mm, high resolution is essential. In addition, the near isotropic voxel resolution we use is more suitable for analyzing the chest anatomy, as anatomical structures don't strictly conform to orthogonal planes [16] . Furthermore, we wish to exploit state-of-the-art chest MDCT, so as to better realize a long-term research goal of exhaustive central-chest lymph-node staging. Thus, the typical input MDCT scan we use consists of several hundred 2D transverse-plane sections, with section spacing 0.5 mm, section thickness 0.75 mm, and transverse-plane resolution x = y ≈ 0.6 mm (Sect. 3). Also, as is an industry standard for MDCT scanners, voxel intensity values range from −1,000 Hounsfield Units (HU) for pure air, 0 HU for water (soft tissue: [−200 HU, 200 HU]), and +1,000 HU for pure bone [23] . Finally, the LNSM can draw upon scans produced with or without contrast agent.
The general procedure for applying the LNSM consists of three stages:
cessing operations extract a set of chest structures from I that are necessary for delineating the TNM stations and for later interactive visualization. 2. Station Definition-Using the 3D chest model, automatic operations define a set of anatomical landmarks and then use the landmarks to define a set of 3D regions delineating the regional nodal stations. 3. User Interaction-The user employs interactive tools to examine the 3D TNM stations defined for I . During this examination, the user has the option of identifying diagnostically important lymph nodes within the stations. The system saves all station definitions and selected lymph nodes for follow-on interventional procedure planning.
The LNSM applies the TNM system's anatomical criteria ( Fig. 1 ; Table 1 ) to input 3D MDCT scan I by translating the criteria into automatic image-processing operations. These operations follow two stages. During stage 1, key chest structures, such as the airway tree, aorta, etc., are automatically defined to give a 3D chest model. Next, during stage 2, further operations define pertinent anatomical landmarks from 3D chest-model structures, which in turn enable a straightforward construction of 3D volumetric regions delineating the various regional nodal stations. The third stage involves focused user interaction. We emphasize that the LNSM is not a computer-aided detection system for locating candidate central-chest lymph nodes. Rather, its main functions are to automatically define the TNM regional nodal stations and to enable subsequent focused examination of an MDCT scan within the subregions of the computed stations.
The sections "3D chest-model computation" to "User Interaction" further describe the three stages, while "Implementation comments" highlights miscellaneous implementation issues. Reference [24] gives complete system detail. structure ∈ {airway tree, lungs, sternum, spine, ascend, descend, arch, pulmonary artery (PA)} (1) where ascend, descend, and arch denote the ascending aorta, descending aorta, and aortic arch, respectively. 2. Use the airway-tree segmentation to define the airway endoluminal surfaces and centerlines, and use the segmented aorta to obtain the centerline passing through the three parts of the aorta (Fig. 2d, f) . 3. Assigns labels to the following set of major airway branches ( Fig. 2d) :
airway ∈ {trachea, RMB, LMB, IMB, RULB, RMLB,
where RMB = right main bronchus, LMB = left main bronchus, IMB = intermediate bronchus, RULB = right upper lobar bronchus, RMLB = right middle lobar bronchus, etc. 4. Use the airway-tree segmentation, centerlines, surfaces, and labels to isolate the segmented substructure corresponding to each labeled airway in (2) . To do this for a particular airway, we search orthogonally about the airway's centerline to locate that portion of the airway-tree surface corresponding to the airway's region. 5. Delineate each lung lobe structure in the following set ( Fig. 2e) :
where RUML = union of right upper and right middle lobes, RLL = right lower lobe, LUL = left upper lobe, and LLL = left lower lobe. As an example, the system delineates the RLL by grouping together the RLLB (the RLL's parent lobar airway) and all of its child airways to isolate the airway subtree constituting the RLL. This is easily done, since labeled set (2) identifies the RLLB, while the child airways arise from the centerlines and corresponding segmented airway regions connected to the RLLB. The other lobar structures are found similarly. Note that, in light of the TNM specifications of stations 12 through 14, we only need a union of two of the right lung's lobes, RUML.
6. Determine the 3D minimum-bounding cuboid (MBC) circumscribing each chest structure in (1) (2) (3) , where each MBC requires six limits relative to the 3D coordinate space of I :
anterior to posterior : y min ≤ y ≤ y max (6) The final 3D chest model consists of the segmented structures in sets (1) and (3), associated MBCs per (4-6), labeled airways (2), airway/aorta centerlines, and airway endoluminal surfaces. The analysis above draws upon an extensive set of our group's previously validated methods for 3D MDCT pulmonary image analysis [20] [21] [22] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . In particular, for the set (1), we compute the segmented airway tree using the methods of [22, 25] , we compute the three sections of the aorta, aorta centerline, and PA using the methods of [27, 28] , and methods for segmenting the lungs, sternum, and spine appear in [22, 24] . References [20, 21] describe the methods for airway endoluminal surface definition, while [29] describes the centerline method. Finally, we determine the airway branch labels of set (2) via the methods of [30] [31] [32] . We point out that these methods have been extensively validated on a wide range of 3D MDCT chest scans produced by variety of scanners from Siemens, Philips, and Imatron. These methods have been used successfully in our recent human studies on the planning and guidance of bronchoscopy [18] [19] [20] .
Note that many researchers have presented recent applications that also successfully draw upon a coordinated series of automatic methods to define multiple chest structures depicted in a 3D CT image [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Hence, specific automatic methods devised by others could conceivably be substituted for the ones we employ.
Station definition
The second stage of analysis for input 3D MDCT scan I involves automatic definition of the 3D regions delineating each TNM regional nodal station.
To define the station regions, the LNSM first extracts a set of anatomical landmarks from structures contained in the 3D chest model. The landmarks in turn then help specify a set of geometric limits defining each station. Each defined station consists of one or more 3D cuboidal regions, with six limits similar to (4-6) delineating each cuboid. The LNSM does not produce curved or irregularly shaped regions. But, as described below, four stations consist of two or more cuboids. Cuboids well represent the desired anatomical zones. They are also especially suitable for user-friendly interaction, as their limits conform precisely to 2D transverse (x−y), coronal (x−z), and sagittal (y−z) multiplanar reformatted (MPR) views [15, 16] , and, in fact, many of the TNM station criteria also conform to these standard orthogonal viewing orientations.
The station definitions and landmark set we use draw extensively on the criteria specified by the TNM standard ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ) and by the attempts of past researchers to interpret these criteria in MDCT scans [2] [3] [4] 9, 10] . It is well known that the anatomical criteria given by the TNM system are somewhat vague, open to interpretation, and do not specify numerically precise 3D regions. Instead, the criteria define general region vicinities and fortunately admit considerable latitude and flexibility in station definition.
In addition, researchers have noted that the TNM system criteria do not always readily translate into structures observed in MDCT images [4, 9, 10] . Thus, in line with the suggestions of these researchers, we made compromises in defining certain stations and landmarks. Finally, we again point out that no one before has attempted to translate the TNM regional nodal station criteria into 3D station regions as depicted in MDCT chest scans, let alone produce a complete automated system for defining the stations.
During our conception of the LNSM, a pulmonologist, chest radiologist, and thoracic surgeon (all senior faculty of our University's medical school) worked in concert with two imaging scientists to define and confirm the station definitions and landmark set. Following the lead of Chapet et al., we grouped stations 1 and 2 together, because the inferior limit of the highest mediastinal region (station 1), which also equals the superior limit of the upper paratracheal region (station 2), tends to be unclear and varies among patients (see Fig. 1 ) [10] . Following the studies of Ko et al. and Chapet et al. we also grouped the hilar and interlobar stations (10 and 11) together, because their anatomical definitions result in substantial overlap; also, no explicit boundary appears between them in 3D MDCT images [9, 10] . Finally, we grouped the lobar, segmental, and subsegmental stations (12, 13, 14) together, because Chapet et al. stated that these stations cannot be isolated separately as they overlap each other-in fact, they disregarded them in their work [10] . In addition, stations 12 through 14, which are situated in the lung periphery, contain very few lymph nodes relative to the other stations [38] . Hence, the LNSM automatically defines 10 distinct stations.
Before giving the definitions of the stations, we first define the notation denoting the landmarks and then discuss how the LNSM derives the landmarks. For a specified 3D chest-model structure in (1-3), a quantity of the form
refers to either a z, x, or y MBC limit of the structure per (4-6), where T and B specify a z (top/bottom) limit, R and L specify an x (right/left) limit, and A and P specify a y (anterior/posterior) limit, relative to the 3D space of I . As examples, R R M B refers to the right x-coordinate limit x min of the MBC enclosing the right main bronchus, while T sternum specifies the top (z min ) of the sternum's MBC, also referred to as the sternal notch. Per the TNM system criteria, many landmarks specifying right-to-left or anterior-to-posterior limits-i.e., those involving R, L , A, or P in (7)-only consider a structure's limits over a range of 2D transverseplane sections of I, I (·, ·, z), i ≤ z ≤ j. Furthermore, when restricted in this way, a quantity can have a minimum or maximum value over the range of sections considered. As an example (Table 3) , the posterior limit of the cuboid for station 1-2 is defined as
, which gives the maximum y value of any point constituting the posterior border of the trachea over 2D transverse sec- Figure 3 further illustrates how such landmarks are defined and derived. T and B always denote minimum and maximum z limits, respectively, and are never qualified over a section range.
Several landmarks draw exclusively on structure centerlines. We represent such landmarks with the function , where, more specifically, structure (I a ) denotes the 3D (x,y,z) coordinates of the centerline point of structure intersecting 2D transverse-plane section I (·, ·, a). Again, is sometimes considered over a range of 2D transverse-plane sections of I . Furthermore, only one coordinate is actually retained to define a landmark. For example (Table 3) , the anterior (y) limit of cuboid 4S defining a portion of station 4, denoted by min ascend (I v,δ ) [y] , gives the minimum y coordinate of the ascending aorta's centerline points between 2D transverse-plane sections I (·, ·, z), v ≤ z ≤ δ. Several landmarks relate to special chest locations:
1. Used for stations 3, 7, and 8, carina [z] refers the z-coordinate location of the main carina. We define this location as the first 2D transverse-plane section I (·, ·, z) when the airway tree bifurcates from one airway cross-section (trachea) into two separate airway cross-sections (RMB and LMB). This is easily found by scanning the airwaytree segmentation in the vicinity of the trachea, a known labeled airway per (2 3. Station 6 must extend beyond the aorta. Thus, following Chapet et al.'s suggestion, we extend the cuboid given in Table 4 (8) for either the right or left lung, then T abdomen = z.
Relation (8) gives a reasonable approximation to the effective beginning of the abdomen, because the lungs lie superior to the abdomen and largely anterior to abdomen's base; hence, the inferior regions of the lungs taper more rapidly in the posterior chest region as z increases.
Finally, many landmarks are given by the minimum or maximum value of two or more intermediate landmarks.
For example (Table 2) , u = max(T lungs , T sternum ) returns the maximum z value of its two arguments. The large majority of landmarks are straightforward to define, as many tend to be simple limits of 3D chest-model structures. They also tend to be largely data independent, as their definitions arise strictly from the anatomical relationships between structures contained in the 3D chest model. We do acknowledge that there is some dependence on the efficacy of the automatic methods used to compute the chest model, but, as stated earlier, our methods have been shown to be robust over a wide range of human MDCT scans. In addition, it is important to realize that the actual "true" definitions of the regional nodal stations is open to considerable latitude, given the leeway allowed by the TNM criteria. Instead, what is important is the definition of suitable 3D focal regions for later MDCT scan examination. Thus, no clear notion of optimality exists for defining the stations. Tables 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6 give the required landmarks and station definitions. The 10 unique TNM regional nodal stations produced by the LNSM consist of 17 different cuboids, where stations 3, 4, 10-11, and 12-14 consist of two or more disjoint cuboids. The definitions of the cuboids require 102 limits to delineate. Since two or more stations share 21 limits, the system requires only 81 unique cuboid limits. To specify 
(b) Landmarks based on other structures and compound landmarks
We ordered these 33 landmarks by landmark type (7) and then by airway order (2). We then listed landmarks depending on other anatomical structures per (1) and compound landmarks, which depend on two or more landmarks. (Labels x, y, and z skipped for clarity) Fig. 6 gives an additional station example. Referring to Fig. 1 , the 3D regions constituting the stations 
Station 10-11 consists of two cuboids, 10-11R and 10-11L, focused on the right and left hilar/interlobar regions, respectively. Refer to Sect. 2 for the definition of T abdomen roughly progress in numerical order from superior to inferior, with station 1-2 situated most superior in the chest. As is inherent to the TNM criteria and as can be seen from Tables 3,  4 , 5, and 6, many stations share top and bottom (z-direction) transverse-plane boundaries:
• Top and bottom of station 1-2 = top and bottom of cuboid 3S for station 3.
• For station 3, bottom of cuboid 3S = top of cuboid 3I.
• Bottom of cuboid 3S = tops of stations 4 and 6.
• Bottom of cuboid 3I = tops of stations 7 and 8.
• Bottom of station 8 = top of station 9.
• Bottom for stations 4 and 7 ≈ top of station 10-11.
Finally, because of the ingrained impreciseness of the TNM system and the complexity of the 3D chest anatomy, the stations in general do not occupy mutually exclusive zones, and overlaps occur between the following pairs of stations: 1-2 and 3 (with cuboid 3S); 4 and 7; 5 and 6; and 10-11 and 12-14. References [24, 39] present a complete pictorial set of station examples, similar to Figs. 4, 5, 6, and give more complete insight into the anatomical considerations of the stations.
User Interaction
After automatic 3D chest-model computation and lymphnode station definition, the user next interacts with I and the computed results through the extensive set of tools integrated into the GUI of the LNSM. User interaction entails two tasks: Upon invocation of interactive visualization, the LNSM GUI presents the following (Fig. 7) : (a) the TNM station map and legend (Fig. 1) ; (b) a flexible display window for visualization; and (c) various controls for display manipulation, semi-automatic lymph-node segmentation, and other functions. To begin station visualization, the user points to a station in the GUI's TNM legend-this activates the selected station, and views corresponding to the station appear in the display. As a default, the display depicts the 2D transverse, sagittal, and coronal sections of input MDCT scan I situated at the station's centroid (right side of Fig. 7 ). Other viewers are available as options: (a) magnified sliding thin slab, which is especially revealing for internal soft-tissue structures (Fig. 7) Fig. 6 Example of station 10-11, as computed automatically by the LNSM per Table 5; this station consists [15, 40] ; (b) magnified 2D section; (c) virtual bronchoscopy (VB) endoluminal rendering [15, 16, 41] ; (d) 3D surface rendering of the segmented airway tree and optional views of the aorta and PA (e.g., Fig. 2a, e) .
In all views, the active station's region appears as red boxes and the global 3D viewing position appears as a cross. To examine data within the station, the user selects a master viewer for focusing exploration and then navigates through the viewer's data in 3D, either by scrolling through 2D sections in the master viewer's orientation (transverse, sagittal, or coronal) or by traveling through the airways if the VB viewer serves as the master. During station exploration, all other viewers follow the master viewer in synchrony, abiding by the system's global 3D viewing position established by the master. Because the stations consist of one or more cuboidal regions oriented parallel to the 3D coordinate axes of I , data exploration is convenient and user friendly, as it conforms well to the natural 2D orthogonal section-viewing mode to which physicians have grown accustomed [15, 16] .
During station exploration, the user can select lymph nodes deemed to have diagnostic significance for follow-on tissue sampling. Each selected node receives a station label, as denoted by the currently active station. The label takes the form of both a number and a color assignment, following the TNM system conventions (Fig. 1c) ; the colors are useful for visualization. For example, station 4 nodes are all colored orange (e.g., Fig. 4e ) and receive unique numerical labels 4a, 4b, etc.
Lymph-node selection can involve simple manual identification of a 3D target node position or full semi-automatic 3D segmentation. Because central-chest lymph nodes vary considerably in size, shape, and intensity, and because they may cluster, which results in complex compound structures, fully automatic segmentation of the 3D central-chest lymph nodes remains an open problem, as no recent effort has yet to be successful for typical human 3D MDCT data [37, 42] . Therefore, in light of this gap, the LNSM provides three semi-automatic segmentation methods based on the interactive live wire [43] [44] [45] . These methods, listed in order of ease of use, are as follows: (a) the single-click live wire, which requires the user to click on a voxel located inside a node; (b) the single-section live wire, which requires the user to apply the 2D interactive live wire to a single section of a node; and (c) general 2D/3D live-wire interactive segmentation, which requires the user to apply the 2D live wire to two or more sections of a candidate node. In our studies, the single-click live wire succeeded in segmenting 80% of candidate nodes, while the single-section method successfully segmented 86% of candidate nodes [45] . The general live-wire method serves as a fail-safe approach, as it can always lead to a satisfactory result [44] .
To improve the efficacy of semi-automatic segmentation and to also facilitate visualization, the LNSM allows the user to interactively remove 3D chest-model structures from the raw image data. By first removing vascular structures such as the aorta and PA, for example, the live-wire methods can become more effective. Furthermore, the user can be less deceived and distracted by the myriad anatomical structures generally visible in an MDCT scan and focus attention on areas likely to be lymph nodes. After the user completes analysis of a selected station, he/she then selects another station for exploration and analysis. When the physician completes all desired interaction, the results can be saved and applied to follow-on procedure planning. Reference [24] gives a complete discussion of the LNSM's interactive capabilities.
Implementation comments
The LNSM runs on a standard Windows-based PC. The software is implemented in C++, with some graphics functions drawing upon OpenGL [46] .
The 3D chest volumes produced by modern MDCT scanners give vivid detail for the large majority of anatomical structures necessary for automatic station definition. To this end, the methods drawn upon by the LNSM for automatic 3D chest-model computation have undergone substantial prior development and validation using 3D human data and in most instances were first developed for other pulmonary imaging applications [20] [21] [22] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . As stated earlier, the system assumes a standard MDCT chest-scanning protocol. Additionally, we assume that a patient has a "typical" airway tree, in that he/she has both lungs and at least a few well-defined airway generations. If it happens that a part of the airway tree or a lung is missing, then the LNSM may not able to obtain sufficient landmark information for defining nodal stations in the missing regions; this has not occurred in our experience to date. As Sect. 3 demonstrates, the LNSM's automatic processing is consistently reliable and robust for a wide variety of human data.
The computation time required to manage a typical 3D MDCT human chest scan (500 512×512 2D sections; data set size ≈ 200 MB) for the two stages of automatic analysis is as follows: The times are based on a Dell Precision 390 PC (dual-core x6800 2.93 GHz, 4 GB RAM). These stages are managed by a technician, prior to physician involvement.
Results
To assess the accuracy of the LNSM's automatically computed TNM stations, we constructed an unlabeled database of central-chest lymph nodes contained in a series of human 3D MDCT chest scans. We then ran the LNSM's automated analysis procedures on each raw MDCT scan to generate the TNM stations. Our research team then ascertained the correctness of each station by determining which predefined lymph nodes were situated correctly in their proper stations. We give complete detail and results of this study below.
To begin, we first constructed a ground-truth database of unlabeled lymph nodes depicted in a set of human MDCT chest scans. We selected 32 consecutive MDCT scans from a series of patients undergoing diagnostic evaluation of possible lung cancer. All patients were enrolled under informed consent per Penn State IRB protocols #20349 or 21405. The scans followed a standard lung-cancer scanning regimen and were generated by either a Siemens Sensation 16, Emotion 16, or Sensation 40 MDCT scanner. The scans had the following characteristics: 16 produced with contrast agent (7 male, 9 female), 16 were not (5 male, 10 female, 1 unknown); age range of patients, [28, 85] All scans were reconstructed with kernels that gave smooth images, as smooth images are preferable for soft tissue analysis (B31, 27 scans; B25, 1 scan; B41, 2 scans; unspecified, 2 scans).
Given this set of patient scans, our research team, consisting of a pulmonologist, chest radiologist, and two imaging scientists worked in collaboration to exhaustively locate and define all observable pulmonary lymph nodes; we included all nodes having a long-axis length ≥ 3 mm (≈ 4 to 6 voxels across). To perform this task, we scrolled through 2D transverse, sagittal, or coronal sections of a scan (lung and mediastinal windows used for display). The 2D section views were linked, as in Fig. 7 , to enable multiview verification of a node. We then used the fail-safe 2D/3D live wire to segment each lymph node and verified each segmentation for correctness [44] . The team identified 852 lymph nodes over the 32 patient scans, with the average patient scan containing 27 nodes (range 3-59).
Given this database of patient scans and associated unlabeled nodes, we then validated the efficacy of the LNSM in defining regional nodal stations. To do this, we first ran 3D Chest-Model Computation and Station Definition on all 32 raw scans to give a total of 320 automatically defined 3D regional nodal stations. Next, the research team examined each patient scan in conjunction with the database of previously identified lymph nodes to determine if the automatically defined stations properly covered constituent lymph nodes. Armed with their knowledge of the TNM system's anatomical criteria (e.g., Fig. 1; Table 1 ), the research team again worked in close collaboration and drew upon the LNSM's visualization tools (Fig. 7) to make judgments on nodal coverage.
Note that the LNSM's automatic analysis has no connection to the previously identified lymph nodes. Hence, there is no "system training" per se to run the automatic analysis. Furthermore, as discussed in Sect. 2.1, the methods employed by 3D Chest-Model Computation were built previously and independent of this study. Finally, the automatically defined landmarks depend strictly on anatomy and hence are independent of the data. Tables 7, 8, 9 and Fig. 8 give the results. Table 7 summarizes overall lymph-node coverage, Table 8 gives a detailed breakdown by station, and Table 9 examines missed nodes. Figure 8 depicts complete sets of labeled lymph nodes for two patients, with [24, 38] giving additional complete-scan results. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time anyone has ever depicted complete sets of lymph nodes in a human 3D MDCT chest scan.
By convention, an automatically defined station is said to cover a node if any portion of the node lies within the station's limits. Note that it is typical for a diseased lymph node to be enlarged and have much of its volume extend outside a station's nominal anatomical zone. For example, note the very large station-7 (blue) nodes in Fig. 8b . Also, Table 9 shows that a lymph node can have a long axis that is several cm in length, a length that can easily make a node lie partially outside a given station.
Overall, 93% of the automatically defined stations (299/320) covered 100% of their respective nodes, with 96% of the stations (307/320) missing 1 or fewer nodes (Tables 7, 8 ). Stated another way, 96% of the nodes (816/852) were covered by the automatically defined stations. Furthermore, the LNSM produced stations that covered 100% of constituent database nodes across all station 4, 5, and 7 locations; these stations accounted for 43% of all nodes.
Note that a particular station need not necessarily contain any verifiable lymph nodes; in fact, 85 of 320 stations (32 scans, 10 TNM stations per scan) contained 0 nodes. This is because most healthy nodes are typically very small and, hence, in line with our size criterion, are too small to ascertain their existence in an MDCT scan. Also, some stations, such as 9 and 12-14, usually exhibit few lymph nodes (only 6.5% of our database's nodes); Chapet et al. attested to this general phenomenon, as they ignored stations 9 and 12-14 in their work [10] .
The 36 mislabeled nodes appeared in 21 stations over 15 scans (Table 9) . Thus, the LNSM successfully labeled all lymph nodes appearing in the scans for 17/32 patients (53%). But, again, per Table 7 , note that on average 96% of the nodes were properly labeled per patient scan; this translates to 1.13 missed nodes per patient scan and 0.11 missed nodes per station (2.67 nodes per station on average; range 0-20). For the 21 stations missing nodes, the number of missed nodes ranged from 1 to 4. Regarding worst cases, The average patient scan contained 27 nodes (range 3-59) The following quantities were computed as an aggregate over 32 scans: N c = total number of nodes covered by LNSM's automatically defined stations. N m = total number of nodes missed by LNSM's stations. N g = total number of ground-truth database nodes in indicated station. N s = number of scans where LNSM gave 100% nodal coverage. Finally, % gives percentage measures, whereby % = 100 × N c /N g or 100 × N s /32 The portion of the table labeled "Nodes Missed by LNSM" profiles the 36 nodes mislabeled by the LNSM's automatically defined stations, while the portion of the table labeled "Ground-Truth Database" profiles the characteristics of the 852 nodes contained in the ground-truth database. The parameters "long-axis length," "short-axis length," and "volume" refer to the long-axis length, short-axis length, and volume of a node, while "distance from station" refers to the shortest distance of a missed node to its proper nodal station • Scan 21405_66 had three stations missing a total of 6 nodes (33 nodes overall in the scan; 82% coverage by the LNSM).
• 4/20 nodes were missed in station 4 for scan 21405_67 (59 nodes overall; 93% coverage). Table 9 shows that the average missed node had a substantially smaller volume than the average database node (volume = 191 mm 3 vs. 689 mm 3 ). In addition, the mean distance of a missed lymph node from its correct station was only 4.2 mm, with 20 missed nodes ≤ 2.5 mm from their respective stations-this amounts to only a few image voxels. Such close-by nodes, while not located inside their proper automatically defined stations, were still readily observable in the LNSM's focused station view (Fig. 7) . Given the latitude provided by the TNM station criteria, it would seem to be a prudent and reasonable design decision to add an extra "guard band" region around all stations to make them slightly larger and more encompassing. (In fact, the LNSM has an option for interactively changing the dimensions of a station.) The relatively low station-3 performance (81% of scans had all station-3 nodes properly labeled, Table 8 ) may imply that the LNSM's definition of this station could be improved. Station 3 is a challenge, as pointed out by Chapet et al., because it involves the great vessels emanating from the top of the aortic arch, which are not readily identifiable in MDCT [10] . Nevertheless, 90% of station-3 nodes were properly covered by the LNSM and all remaining nodes appeared close by.
Per Table 8 , the use of contrast agent had no significant influence on the likelihood of correctly labeling a node ( p = 0.61, two-tailed Fisher exact test). This is expected, because the LNSM's automated procedures leading to the defined stations are not affected by contrast agent. (Our method for aorta/PA segmentation automatically detects the use of contrast agent [28] .) Again, the LNSM does not detect lymph nodes, but instead labels manually identified nodes. Interestingly, it also appears that contrast agent did not help our research team better locate lymph nodes in a high-resolution 3D MDCT scan, as described in a separate study [38] .
Discussion
For the first time, we propose a system-the Lymph Node Station Mapper-that enables automatic 3D TNM regional nodal station definition from a patient's 3D MDCT chest scan. Results show that the system is very promising for this purpose. In addition to providing station labels automatically, the LNSM's stations also greatly reduce the amount of image data that the physician need examine to identify lymph nodes of interest. For example, for case 21405_3_3 (Figs. 4, 5, 6 ), stations 4, 7, and 10-11 covered a total volume of 304 cc and the remaining seven stations covered under 3,000 cc, while the complete scan covered 39,200 cc-this represented over a 90% reduction in data to examine.
User interaction with the LNSM may entail anywhere from a few minutes to 30 min, depending on the physician's assessment of a patient's needs. Yet, the appropriate amount of interaction time is very unclear for two major reasons. First, the number of verifiable nodes in a given MDCT scan can vary considerably (range 3-59 nodes per scan in our database). Second, it is still an open long-term research issue as to just how many nodes should be considered to effectively stage a patient. Note that current lung-cancer staging practice focuses on a small number of enlarged lymph nodes (1 to 4 nodes per patient) having long-axis length ≥10 mm [5, 6] . But given the poor survival rate of lung-cancer patients, it may be more effective to stage the nodes more exhaustively.
It is important to realize that current practice requires the physician to mentally apply the TNM nodal classification system during chest CT interpretation and bronchoscopy planning. The LNSM system offers the possibility of automatic, reproducible, and patient-specific identification of the standard TNM stations. With the computer-based assistance afforded by the LNSM, the physician can better focus attention during the assessment of a high-resolution MDCT scan. While the system performs considerable automated analysis, it is imperative that the physician verify results. For this purpose, the LNSM provides many interactive visualization and data mining tools. As an intriguing possibility, the LNSM could conceivably be used as an educational tool for learning the 3D chest anatomy and its relationship to nodal station locations.
A major impetus for our development of the LNSM has been to help fill the scientific void in the medical community's lack of understanding of the characteristics and distribution of lymph nodes in 3D MDCT chest scans. To this end, we have used the LNSM to perform a detailed quantitative study of the lymph nodes depicted in our database [38, 45, 47] . In addition, we have performed studies to determine the ability of both radiologists and pulmonologists to identify lymph nodes in MDCT, and we have made early efforts to apply the LNSM to planning follow-on staging bronchoscopy [24, [48] [49] [50] .
We caution that our results apply only to a 32-scan database (containing 852 verifiable nodes have long-axis length ≥ 3 mm, currently the largest such database in existence to our knowledge). Furthermore, despite our care in constructing the database, the team could have missed lymph nodes. Also, we mention again that the TNM station criteria are vague and open to interpretation. This could conceivably make it easier to achieve high station-definition accuracy. While we endeavored to select scans in an unbiased manner, it would be beneficial to consider a larger set of scans, possibly derived from multiple institutions, to further ascertain system efficacy.
As an additional point, all of our test scans were produced by scanners from a single vendor. We do not believe this to be a limitation, as the chest radiology community in general only works with MDCT scanners calibrated to a standard HU scale [23] . Furthermore, as nearly all of our methods employed for 3D Chest-Model computation have been tested with scans from multiple vendors (landmark extraction is virtually data independent), we believe that the LNSM's approach for station definition is essentially independent of scanner manufacturer. Finally, we only considered sub-millimeter-resolution scans in our work. While many current practitioners use thicker-slice data, most chest imaging-science researchers only consider thin-slice data, as such data better represents the current state-of-the-art [14] [15] [16] . In addition, we believe that high-resolution-i.e., a resolution fine enough to enable confirmation of lymph nodes < 10 mm in long-axis length-is essential for achieving a long-term goal of exhaustive nodal staging.
While the identification and analysis of suspect lung-cancer tumors (the "T" in the TNM staging system) in MDCT chest scans have received considerable attention from the research community, little research has been dedicated to the lymph-node problem (the "N" in TNM) and no computer-aided tools exist currently for this purpose [3, 5, 7, 11] . This is probably true for two reasons: (1) the identification of a tumor, any tumor, could result in a diagnosis of cancer-hence, the management of tumors is vital; (2) unlike tumors, lymph nodes are plentiful and part of the normal anatomy-and a large majority of identifiable nodes will not result in a cancer diagnosis. Furthermore, as stated earlier, it is not standard practice or yet practical, to consider all lymph nodes during cancer diagnosis and staging-this is a longterm research question in the problem of trying to improve the still abysmal survival rate of lung cancer [1] . It is likely that the use of combined PET/CT will be important to this problem [5, 6, 8] . Nevertheless, the future study of lymph nodes for lung-cancer assessment is vital. Some preliminary success has been reported in the identification of possible lymph-node candidates in 3D MDCT chest scans, yet no method exists that can successfully and reliably identify/segment centralchest lymph nodes [37] . It is possible that a combination of candidate identification and the LNSM's station calculation could greatly facilitate reliable lymph-node detection.
